how to adjust Clickit Terrain harness

**TIGHTENING**

1. Pull bottom strap and move metal slide towards vest.
2. Hold metal slide and pull metal buckle.
3. Hold metal slide and pull strap then repeat step 2.

**LOOSENING**

1. Hold metal slide and pull top strap towards buckle.
2. Hold metal slide and pull metal buckle.
3. Pull metal slide toward metal buckle.

**FULLY EXTENDED**

**FULLY RETRACTED**

**EXTRA LOCKING POWER (OPTIONAL)**

1. Fold excess strap up through top of metal slide.
2. Fold excess strap down through elastic band.
3. Tuck the excess strap into the vest pocket.

**Sizing Guide**

- Correct size
- Wrong size, too large
- Wrong size, too small

[i + sleepypod.com/terrain]
how to Clickit on your dog

Place Sleepypod logo in the center of your dog’s chest. Buckle with enough room under both straps for 3 flat fingers.

To use as a walking harness, clip both metal rings (at the neck) onto your dog’s leash.

Take time to acclimate your pet to its new harness before a trip.

how to Clickit in the rear seat

Your dog should be able to sit up and lie down comfortably in the Clickit Terrain.

To connect Clickit Terrain to your vehicle, insert seat belt through both loops located on the back of the harness and then buckle into the car’s seat belt buckle.

Avoid locking the seat belt.